length of procurement process (initial RFI to NTP)
Obtaining construction appropriation earlier because
of DB selection (funding phasing)
How much risk is really shed through bridging
documents (extensive does not always mean less risk)
Standardization of proposal requirements to
reduce cost of procurement
Multiple proposals landing at same time
impact on lifecycle costs (TOC ) to level of procurement effort
and selection process
stayed with one team on one single subject

DB project delivery selection and financial impact on firms competing for work
(with or w/o stipends)

good discussion
rotate

geographic location

brainstorming
plus

continued efforts from last year

within design-build team

Return on investment not proportional
to early investment

feedback

owner participation

varying ability to innovate (some very good examples and some limited due to RFP requirements)

areas to improve

how better identify topics that need to
advance forward/ specific actions

Pre-solicitations are very helpful
set-aside programs are successful

time
risk

issues with lack of continuity
with personnel changes

how to ensure what the end-users really want is
identified in the RFP

contractor participation
timing

design-build to owner

Equitable compensation for procurement costs

facilities

reason varies
Definition of DB varies

directive

concerns over not having
graduated levels

convert desires into program
requirements

Overarching

define level of finish with comparisons/ examples
What is intended use of BIM

develop document for best practices (for owners)

teams not trained on collaboration and
facilitation skills
early involvement

planning

design charettes

Procurement Process

design

gather ALL stakeholders early

behavioral alignment

end user desires

information transparency

identify various quality levels
classification systems

Education of end-users on design-build benefits and process

performance levels on uniformat not
product type basis

Education of end-users on required involvement in DB process
end-users

pre-proposal meeting

proposers interaction with end users

provide ability to interact directly with end users

facility managers
engineers
contract managers

educating various groups

designers

design-build contract
management

brainstorming

contractors

breakout discussion
timeline guidelines

# of steps

procurement process standardization

been trying to educate for years

stipend guidelines
pre-notification

how do we shift from adversarial to collaborative

shift view on compensation & fees

impact on limiting who can participate
are focus certifications needed

Barb Jackson at C al Poly

few universities teaching integrated delivery

PSU

need to ensure uniform language
student chapter

risk sharing guidelines

education & making the cultural shift

definition for new owners

Maximize stakeholder participation early (owner/ end-user through subcontractors/ suppliers)

DBIA
Forum August
18th

brainstorming

what are they teaching

how are they teaching variations of DB

guidelines for allocating risk under DB process

Public DB requires too much detail
(100% biddable documents) then private
DB

level of detail and accountability to
ensure the design is correct prior to
releasing construction
lack of understanding of who is DOR
(design-builder not government)

balance between owner and design-build team on what are critical contract
requirements and establishing clear expectations to appropriately manage risks
universities

outside review time not incorporated into DB process
proprietary specs

detail less

how aware is DBIA of what is happening at universities

more outreach needed

what restrictions apply

how to incorporate LC C As into process

AHJs

public can't preclude companies

how to encourage

guidance for incorporating innovation

educate other agencies that could
impact process

should owners start requiring
certification on team understanding of
desired mindsets/ DB process

advantages/ disadvantages

deliverables

not just about education - this is change management

current partnering approach to educate
DB process with varying degrees of
success

include various reviews (AHJ, NC PC ,
C FA/ MDE/ EPA)

when to use each step

how do we get people to make the shift

legal

complexity

what is included

amount of significance put on partnering by the Government

accounting

must be industry recognized standard/ absolute
schedule

Design build turned design-bid-build due to lack of team alignment, roles and
responsibilities (lack of understanding by prime of iterative collaboration
required)

mindset shift

design build narrative for specific topics

what is ideal RFP

design-assist builders

paradigm shift

what needs to go into a set of documents

educational courses for end users (DBIA)

training on collaboration and
facilitation skills

level of detail in
drawings & specs

RFP

allow fabricators/ suppliers detail
drawings to be used for design approvals

shop drawings

RFIs
all lack ability to clearly communicate
needs and goals

confidence to release design for construction

design approval packages

Behavioral

limited methods

past delay in delivery leads to wanting
more information earlier

as-builts
current vehicles

requirement of previous experience
one way technical presentation

schedule reviews

two-way discussions

give and take
align with priority of project

better methods

questions from evaluations of all proposals

conforming to RFP requirements
breakout discussion

understanding the owner

what is required to conform to the RFP

public work limits communication/
alignment with owner
confidential discussion - after short list,
prior to price proposal

risk with early concepts vs providing
what they want

technical presentations after short list

how does the owner communicate its
needs and goals

less detail but big picture at beginning
frequency of early comments

discussions in public work

Post Award Process

scalability of approaches given size of project

VDOT
presentation as method to see how
design-builder interact

precludes new teams from forming
has team worked together before

mandatory scope review meeting
allow direct communication between
designer and agency - eliminate middle
person

end users not understanding
design-build

owner check references
breakout discussion

finding right team members

outside agencies (MDE/ NC PC , Fine Arts council)

subcontractor/ vendors included

define role & responsibility of each team member
understanding iterative process/
packages helps

internal within design-build team

how achieve alignment between team and owner

trade coordination

need more face-to-face time

BIM usage

continuous team alignment on decision
making (process, assumptions and key
risks)

need to ensure people involved in the
process are able to make decisions

contractor
A/E
end-user
level required

engaged end-users are a key benefit

who is needed when, wrong people can impact process

balance between no contact and too much contact
expectations

involvement

how much detail are people expecting/ looking for
active & prepared
fairness is important

risk shedding
quality
schedule
primes not understanding design-build
subs not understanding design-build
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abiliity to integrate design-build/
design-assist fabrication models into
approval submissions

owner
stakeholders

colocation depends on project size

key stakeholders need to appoint referees

reduces risk (time and requirements)

contractor involvement during design

over-the-shoulder reviews/ on-board reviews

go2meetings count but are not a
complete substitute

allows better problem solving

design-builder can become hostage due to other issues

about organizations or about individuals

task force meetings on key subject matters

over the shoulder
government to confirm, provide input,
and be bought-in to/ confirm
assumptions

presentations not part of rating criteria

promotes teams that show well not
necessarily teams that could perform
well

not the same as what the Government needs to bid it

less formal more early engagement

government to review early
reviews

alternative technical concepts (ATC s)
risk of protests if one team would get
advantage over another

what is needed for contractor to build it

review of assumptions before doing
detailed design

sharing where appropriate

finishes

need owner support

